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Abstract The total solar eclipse over the continental United States on 21 August 2017 offered a unique

opportunity to study the dependence of the ionospheric density and morphology on incident solar

radiation at different local times. The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radars in

Christmas Valley, Oregon, and Fort Hays, Kansas, are located slightly southward of the line of totality; they

both made measurements of the eclipsed ionosphere. The received power of backscattered signal decreases

during the eclipse, and the slant ranges from the westward looking radar beams initially increase and then

decrease after totality. The time scales over which these changes occur at each site differ significantly from

one another. For Christmas Valley the propagation changes are fairly symmetric in time, with the largest

slant ranges and smallest power return occurring coincident with the closest approach of totality to the

radar. The Fort Hays signature is less symmetric. In order to investigate the underlying processes

governing the ionospheric eclipse response, we use a ray-tracing code to simulate SuperDARN data in

conjunction with different eclipsed ionosphere models. In particular, we quantify the effect of the neutral

wind velocity on the simulated data by testing the effect of adding/removing various neutral wind vector

components. The results indicate that variations in meridional winds have a greater impact on the

modeled ionospheric eclipse response than do variations in zonal winds. The geomagnetic field geometry

and the line-of-sight angle from each site to the Sun appear to be important factors that influence the

ionospheric eclipse response.

1. Introduction

The plasma density in the ionosphere is dependent on the intensity of incident sunlight, which creates

plasma by ionizing neutral atmospheric particles. At night the ionosphere experiences a decrease in plasma

density at all altitudes because production of ions is greatly attenuated, while recombination rates of elec-

trons and ions remain high. When the Sun is obscured during an eclipse, a similar decrease in the density of

the ionosphere is observed, especially at low altitudes where the recombination process is fast. However, the

effect differs from the normal nightly decrease in plasma density since it is limited by the short time interval

over which the eclipse blocksmost of the sunlight and the fact that the corona remains visible throughout an

eclipse. The onset of an eclipse is also more gradual than sunrise/sunset effects at low latitudes andmidlati-

tudes, and eclipse paths have an apparent eastward motion that contrasts sharply with the steady westward

motion associated with the terminators. All of these factors suggest that during an eclipse the ionosphere

will not respond spatially or temporally as it does during sunrise/sunset conditions and will not experience

decreases in electron density that are as significant as those that occur overnight.

Since the dawn of radio wave probes in the early 1900s, remote sensing experiments have been carried out

to observe the unique ionospheric phenomena that occur during eclipses. On 21 August 2017 a total solar

eclipse occurred over a narrow path that stretched fromOregon to South Carolina; it was observable as a par-

tial eclipse over the entire continental United States, as shown in Figure 1. Since it passed over a region of the

Earth that has a large concentration of ionospheric sounding instruments, it provided unique opportunities

to observe interesting ionospheric effects at a high temporal cadence.
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Figure 1. The 2017 eclipse path of totality (solid blue line) and contour lines showing boundaries for 60% (red dashed
lines) and 80% (green dashed lines) fractional obscuration maxima (data from Xavier M. Jubier at https://xjubier.free.
fr/en/site_pages/SolarEclipsesGoogleEarth.html).

Experiments during eclipses have previously shown that their ionospheric effects can vary as func-

tions of magnetic latitude, time of day, solar zenith angle, and geomagnetic conditions (Bowhill, 1970;

Hulburt, 1939; Rishbeth, 1969; Stankov et al., 2017). Results from such studies indicate that there are signifi-

cant large-scale spatial effects on the ionosphere that extendwell outside the umbra region. For example, the

Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) instrument aboard the TIMED satellite observed

a depleted airglow region roughly 1,000 km in diameter around the eclipse path of totality during the 29

March 2006 solar eclipse over western Africa (Y. Zhang, personal communication, June 16, 2015). Even

when ionospheric measurements are made under similar conditions, the results sometimes appear contra-

dictory (e.g., Afraimovich et al., 2002; Bowhill, 1970). Despite some inconsistencies, commonly observed

effects of eclipses include decreases in the ionospheric plasma density in both the E and F regions, rapid dis-

appearance of the D region in totally eclipsed regions, and changes in the height of the peak plasma density

of the ionospheric F layer (Afraimovich et al., 2002; Evans, 1965a, 1965b).

For example, the Chilton ionosonde in Great Britain observed a significant decrease in foF2 (proportional to

the square root of the electron density) during the 11 August 1999 solar eclipse eclipse, with reductions in F

region plasma density of roughly 40% relative to the value given by the International Reference Ionosphere

(IRI) model for that date (Afraimovich et al., 1965b, 2002). Other studies have indicated that ionospheric

eclipse responses at a givenmagnetic latitude also varywith solar zenith angle (Chen et al., 2013; Chuo, 2013;

Pitout et al., 2013; Sivakumar, 2018; Stankov et al., 2017). Since the motion of plasma along magnetic flux

tubes into the depleted, eclipsed regions of the ionosphere is an important factor in the ionospheric eclipse

response, the alignment of the Sun relative to the magnetic field during the eclipse will affect how much

plasma is readily available to refill the depleted regions.More recently, there is evidence from the 2017 eclipse

that a G condition may occur in the ionosphere coincident with the eclipse, with significant consequences

for high-frequency (HF) oblique propagation (Bullett & Mabie, 2018).

In this paper we use data from select midlatitude Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radars

coupled with ray tracing and geophysical modeling to help understand the physics of the ionosphere dur-

ing the 2017 North American eclipse. We first describe the experiment and the radars and then interpret

the radar signatures using a ray-tracing code coupled with a first-principles flux tube-coupled model of

ionospheric responses to variations in sunlight during the eclipse.

2. Experiment Description and Analysis Approach

2.1. SuperDARNOverview

SuperDARN is a network of high-latitude and midlatitude coherent HF radars that measure ionospheric

irregularities and structures. Each dual-radar SuperDARNsite comprises independently operatingwestward

looking and eastward looking radars. Each radar employs a phased-array antenna system that is electrically

steerable, allowing the radar to form a beam at a given azimuth that is narrow in the horizontal direction
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Figure 2. SuperDARN radar beams at Christmas Valley (magenta) and Fort Hays (green) intersect the 2017 eclipse
path (black) and the boundary line of 80% eclipse obscuration (red). The camping beams for the eastward and
westward halves of each radar are highlighted in blue (see text).

and broad in the vertical direction. A set of discrete beams forms the fan-shaped field of view (FOV) at

each site. SuperDARN operates by sending out successive pulses along discrete azimuths and measuring

the scattered signal that returns to the radar. Several quantities can be determined from the measurements

including signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Doppler line-of-sight velocity, spectral width of the signal, and angle

of arrival (i.e., elevation angle) (not available from Fort Hays radars) (Nishitani et al., 2019).

SuperDARN primarily measures two types of scatter, ground scatter and ionospheric scatter. Ionospheric

scatter occurs when the outgoing ray is coherently reflected back to the radar from a plasma structure in the

ionosphere. In contrast, ground scatter signals are refracted through the ionosphere to the ground, where

they are reflected back to the radar along a similar ionospheric refracted path. Signals with low Doppler

velocities and small spectral widths are typically flagged as ground scatter (Nishitani et al., 2019). Super-

DARN radars bin the measured scatter by time of arrival, corresponding to bins of ranges from the radar

called range gates. The size of these range bins (ΔR) is typically about 45 km, with the first range gate located

about 180 km from the radar (Nishitani et al., 2019). All SuperDARNdata products are publicly available and

can be accessed and analyzed using tools in the Data and Visualization Toolkit-Python (DaViTPy) software

package (Ribeiro et al., 2020).

2.2. Eclipse Operations

The dual-radar SuperDARN sites in Christmas Valley, Oregon (CV), and Fort Hays, Kansas (FH), have FOVs

that intersect the path of totality of the 2017 eclipse, as shown in Figure 2. On the date of the eclipse these

four radars, Christmas Valley West (CVW), Christmas Valley East (CVE), Fort Hays West (FHW), and Fort

Hays East (FHE), operated at a transmit/receive frequency of about 10.5MHz in every other beam mode.

In this mode, a radar makes measurements on every other beam azimuth (highlighted magenta and green

in Figure 2), returning to the camping beams (highlighted in blue in Figure 2) between successive azimuth

changes. This operatingmode is designed tomaximize the temporal resolution for each camping beamwhile

continuing to make lower-resolution observations over nearly 180◦ in azimuth.

Figure 2 illustrates the spatial coverage of each beam with eclipse data. The radars started operating in this

mode around 12:00 UT on 21 August and continued operating until around 0:00 UT on 22 August. It should

be noted that the ground track of the umbra of the eclipse (black line in the figure) lies very close to the

transmitter antennas at both radar sites. The solar zenith angle moves this umbra region slightly northward

at ionospheric altitudes, but the majority of the radar propagation path through the ionosphere takes place

in the partially eclipsed penumbra region lying northward of the ground track. The only exceptions to this

were the most eastward directed beams from CVE and the westward beams from FHW.

2.3. PropagationModeling

Propagation of radio waves can be modeled by ray tracing, in which the radio wave is treated as a discrete

ray propagating through the ionosphere. At each time step in the simulation the dispersion relation in the
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the simulation algorithm.

ionospheric model is solved to find a new wavevector direction for the beam, and this process is iterated

to model the refraction of the ray along the ionospheric path. Simulated SuperDARN data can therefore

be extracted from the output of a ray trace model that is initialized with the radar operating parameters

(i.e., operating frequency, elevation spread, beam azimuth, latitude, longitude, etc.). In this study we use the

HF propagation toolbox known as PHaRLAP (Provision ofHigh-frequency Raytracing Laboratory for Propa-

gation studies) (Cervera &Harris, 2011). It is a widely used ray-tracing tool thatmodels propagation through

a user-defined model ionosphere. We use PHaRLAP to simulate the performance of these SuperDARN

radars by employing its two-dimensional ray trace tool and applying it to different model ionospheres.

As illustrated in Figure 3, our Python program finds the operating parameters of the input SuperDARN radar

using DaViTPy functions. For each time input to the Matlab wrapper, the file containing the corresponding

ionospheric model output data is loaded into the program. For each beam of each radar the program uses

a gridded interpolation to make a slice of the modeled ionosphere along the specified azimuth. Then the

2-D ray trace PHaRLAP function is called with the electron density grid, initial conditions, and distinct ray

elevations as inputs. Each elevation angle corresponds to a different ray that the function traces until any of

the following occur: the ray exits the ionospheric grid, the ray encounters an irregularity, or the ray reaches
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Figure 4. RTI plots (second to fourth rows) of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), velocity, and spectral width (Spec Wid) data from camping beams of the CVW
(left) and FHW (right) radars. As indicated in the first row's plot of the eclipse center's distance (Ecl.Dist) from the radar (in km), the eclipse center passes
closest to CVW at about 1715 UT, and closest to FHW at about 1745 UT.

the ground within the specified number of hops. In the SuperDARN simulation the hop limit is set to 1, and

multihops are assumed to be negligible; it is shown a posteriori that this is a reasonable assumption.

For each time, radar, and azimuth, the process saves a file containing the output ray trace data for all of the

user-specified elevation angles. Returning to the Python program, appropriate ray trace path data are loaded

from the files into a data frame, filtering out any ray path data from rays that do not return to the ground.

This approach tacitly assumes that the predominant scatter observed by SuperDARN is ground scatter; it will

be shown a posteriori that this also is a reasonable assumption. The path length is extracted for each of the

paths for each time, along with other parameters that are analogous to measurements by the SuperDARN

radars (i.e., elevation angle, etc.). These data are binned into range gates corresponding to discrete path

length intervals. Values in the same range gate are averaged or counted (depending on the parameter) and

are stored for future use.

2.4. Ionospheric Modeling

Ionospheric conditions are generated to represent the environment through which the simulated ray paths

propagate. Background ionospheric specification is achieved using the NRL code SAMI3 (Sami is Another

Model Ionosphere-3D). SAMI3 is a comprehensive three-dimensional (3-D) simulation model of Earth's

ionosphere/plasmasphere system (Huba et al., 2008). Under normal simulation conditions, SAMI uses the

empirical solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) flux model for aeronomic calculations (EUVAC) to calculate

photoionization and heating rates. In order to impose conditions consistent with the eclipse, we include

a spatiotemporally dependent EUV scaling factor to the EUVAC spectrum. This fully 4-D scale factor,

henceforth referred to as the “Drob eclipse mask,” is computed using Earth/Moon/Sun ephemeris posi-

tion calculation with the Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Software (Kaplan et al., 2011) and solar flux

images from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (Lemen et al., 2011)

measured on the day of the eclipse.

3. Data and Analysis

3.1. SuperDARNData

One of the most common methods of presenting SuperDARN data is a Range-Time-Intensity (RTI) plot.

In this format the range of each datum from the radar is plotted over time with the color indicating the

observed value (i.e., SNR, velocity, etc.). RTI plots generated with DaViTPy functions also include optional

top panels with plots of additional data on the operation modes and local conditions such as sky noise. For

this study we plot the ground distance between the center of the umbra and the radar over time in one of

these top panels. This eclipse parameter helps to give a general representation of the times of the eclipse

onset, maximum, and end for comparison to measured data.
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The RTI plots in Figure 4 show data from the CVWand FHWcamping beams during the eclipse experiment.

In both cases the observed scatter from ranges less than 630 km is fairly constant during the eclipse,

Figure 5. Christmas Valley West camping beam elevation (Elev) angle (in
degrees) RTI plot (bottom panel). The top panel's plot of the eclipse center's
distance (Ecl.Dist) from the radar (in km) shows that the eclipse center
passes closest to CVW at about 1715 UT.

as expected since scatter from these slant ranges commonly seen in

SuperDARN data are typically classified as meteor scatter and/or spo-

radic E scatter (linked to neutral turbulence in the lower E region)

(Nishitani et al., 2019). Henceforth we use the word scatter to refer to

signals observed at ranges beyond the 630 km range gate. The low spec-

tral widths and velocities shown in Figure 4 indicate that the majority of

scatter measured on the eclipse day is E region and/or F region ground

scatter, not ionospheric scatter. Thus, the observed changes in range are

likely changes in the signal path length through the ionosphere rather

than the appearance or disappearance of an ionospheric irregularity. It is

noteworthy that the observed scatter ranges are clustered into two groups

or scatter bands. This is commonly observed in ray trace plots and in

SuperDARN and other over-the-horizon radars. It represents refraction

of the signals along two or more different paths through the ionosphere,

where each path corresponds to a different beam elevation and therefore

different angles of incidence on the bottomside ionosphere. For exam-

ple, refraction at low-elevation angles in the E region gives shorter path

lengths than refraction at higher elevations in the F region, even though

both signals are at the same frequency.

The observed eclipse response varies with radar site, time, and look direc-

tion. In all cases significantly less return power is received during the

eclipse period, indicating that much of the transmitted energy that would normally reflect back to the

receivers is lost during the eclipse. However, for reasons we cannot yet explain, plots of data from both radar

sites show a much stronger eclipse signature from their westward looking camping beams than from the

eastward looking camping beams. In this paper we focus on only the westward looking directions and leave

the investigation into the causes of the differences in the eastward and westward beams to future studies.

Both the CVW and FHW camping beams observe an increase in the path length of scattered signals near the

onset of the eclipse, although the temporal responses differ between the two sites. Posttotality (1715–1800

UT) the CVW camping beam

Figure 6. Comparison of ray traces through normal (top plot) and eclipsed
(bottom plot) ionospheres generated by the SAMI3 model. The initial
elevation angles of the rays are 10–20◦ in 0.25◦ steps. The propagation
frequency in both plots is 10.534MHz, which corresponds to the
SuperDARN radar data shown in earlier figures.

observes a steady recovery to preeclipse conditions that is nearly the mirror

image of the onset period (1630–1715UT). In contrast, the FHWcamping

beam shows a similar onset signature (1700–1745 UT) but does

not observe a symmetric recovery to preeclipse conditions after totality

(1745–1830 UT). The obvious differences between the two sites include

their magnetic dip and declination angles, as well as the local time at

which the eclipse maximizes, but it is not clear how any of these could

produce the asymmetric scatter signature observed at the Fort Hays site.

The CV radars also measured the elevation angle of returned scatter dur-

ing the eclipse. CVWcamping beamdata are plotted in Figure 5. The color

scales indicate the elevation angles, so these data show that the elevation

angles of returned scatter are small. Additionally, the range of scatter from

higher elevations at this azimuth increases and nearly disappears around

the maximum eclipse time, leaving only scatter from lower elevations.

This suggests that the signals at higher elevations escape the ionosphere

or travel further than the maximum range that the receiver can measure.

At the same time, the slant range of scatter from these lower elevations

dramatically increases.

3.2. Modeled Eclipse HF Ray Path Changes

Our propagation modeling study includes improvements to the eclipse

masking function imposed on SAMI3 and ray tracing to better understand

the mechanism that changes the propagation paths during the eclipse.
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated and measured data during the eclipse, where the Drob eclipse mask is used in the
initialization of the SAMI3 model. (a) Eclipse geometry panel (distance [km] of the eclipse center from radar
[Ecl.Dist]); (b) measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of signals received by the SuperDARN radar; (c) the number
of simulated rays in each range gate; (d) measured angle of arrival (Elev) for returned scatter; and (e) simulated initial
elevation angle (Sim. Elev) of ground scattered rays, assumed to be equivalent to angle of arrival of the reflected rays.

Figure 6 shows the output for a spread of take-off angles along CVW beam 11 (azimuth −21.62◦) at a fre-

quency of 10.534MHz (the average SuperDARN operating frequency during eclipse operations) for both the

normal ionosphere (top) and themodeled ionosphere during the eclipse (bottom). Themodel of the eclipsed

ionosphere was generated by imposing the Drob eclipse mask described in section 2.4 on the EUV radiation

input to the SAMI3 model.

These plots show that significantly more power escapes through the ionosphere during the eclipse, as

evidenced by the number of rays exiting the top of each panel in the figure. The low-elevation rays are pref-

erentially refracted back to the ground and travel parallel to the Earth's surface over longer distances than

the uneclipsed rays at the same elevation. In the uneclipsed case the majority of the rays return to ground

roughly 1,100 km from the radar, but during the eclipse this range grows to nearly 1,500 km. This coincides

with the fact that the rays that return to Earth in the eclipsed case are refracted from slightly higher alti-

tudes than rays with the same take-off angles in the control case. As illustrated by the plasma frequency data

represented by the colors in Figure 6, the altitude of the peak electron density is approximately the same

in both the eclipsed and uneclipsed models, but the peak value of the plasma frequency is much lower in

the eclipsed case. Therefore, these ray traces show that the increase in slant range observed by SuperDARN

during the eclipse is consistent with ducting of the signal through the eclipsed region rather than a change

in ionospheric layer height.

3.3. Expected HF Propagation Using PHaRLAPWith Eclipsed SAMIModel

After the publication of Huba andDrob (2017), NRL andVT developed an improved EUVmasking function,

which we refer to as the Drob eclipse mask. The simulated SuperDARN data for the model ionosphere

produced by imposing thismask on the input EUV radiation used by the SAMI3 (Hairston et al., 2018)model

is given in Figures 7c and 7e. As the figure shows, imposing the Drob eclipse mask produces simulated data

with elevation angles very close to the measured values, as shown in Figures 7d and 7e. This comparison

of simulated and measured data also validates our use of the single-hop assumption, because the simulated

one-hop path lengths are comparable to the measured slant ranges.
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Table 1
For Each SuperDARN Site, the Magnetic Declination and Dip Angles and the BeamWith
Data That Best Align With the Local Magnetic Declination

Magnetic field

Site Declination Dip Best aligned beam Azimuth

Christmas Valley 14.3◦ 66.1◦ CVE Beam 0 16.74◦

Fort Hays 4.8◦ 66.3◦ FHW Beam 19 2.54◦

During the onset of the eclipse these simulated data follow themeasured data fairly closely in time.However,

the recovery period of these simulated data is a bit longer than that of the measured data. Additionally, the

change in path length during the eclipse relative to preeclipse conditions is smaller in the simulation than

in the measurements. Hence, the Drob mask produces simulated data that are close to the measured data,

but some phenomena associated with ionospheric eclipse dynamics are not correctly accounted for in the

SAMI model, especially in the recovery period after the peak obscuration time. In the following section we

investigate one possible cause of this discrepancy.

3.4. Effect of Neutral Winds onModel Results

By default SAMI3 uses the empirical Horizontal-Wind-Model (HWM) of thermospheric neutral winds

(henceforth referred to as neutral winds) to set the initial neutral wind velocities (Huba et al., 2000). Since

HWM is based on statistical averages frommany observations, it may not give accurate values during such a

rare event as an eclipse. Furthermore, since gravity waves and other motions have been observed to be cre-

ated by eclipses (Stankov et al., 2017), the local neutral wind is likely to be different from the average wind

given by the model. Unfortunately no neutral wind measurements during the eclipse are available at CV

or FH, so the only way to study the effects of the neutral wind velocity is through modeling. We do this by

imposing neutral winds in SAMI3 using both HWMwinds and hypothetical wind fields, ray tracing through

the resulting ionosphere produced by SAMI3, and comparing these simulated data to each other and to

measured SuperDARN data. Since SAMI3 is computationally intensive, it is more efficient to run multiple

case studies with SAMI2 (Sami is Another Model Ionosphere-2D) in order to perform these comparisons.

This allows us to compare particular winds to their modeled effects, which develops intuition and allows

particular plasma effects to be better understood.

SAMI2 (Huba et al., 2000) calculates the plasma density along a magnetic flux tube, so for consistency the

simulated SuperDARN beam should be as closely aligned with the local magnetic declination as possible for

accurate results (i.e., the beam azimuth should be almost equal to the declination angle of the localmagnetic

field). In order to compare outputs of ray traces through profiles of SAMI2 with measured data, we ray trace

along the SuperDARN azimuths given in Table 1. Custom neutral wind velocities are input to SAMI2 and

run for different times for both eclipsed and uneclipsed (control) ionospheres, and the Drob model is used

for the eclipsed cases. The four neutral wind cases presented are (1) default wind values from HWM, (2)

no wind, (3) north/south wind values from HWM with no east/west wind, and (4) east/west wind values

from HWM with no north/south wind. While some of these scenarios may not be self-consistent with the

large-scale winds that actually occur in nature, our goal here is not to create a physically accurate model

of winds during the eclipse. Instead we are investigating how much impact various neutral wind fields are

expected to have on the ionosphere and on HF waves propagating through it.

For reference, the horizontal neutral wind velocities from HWM at each site for the eclipse day are given in

Figure 8. The red and blue vectors in Figure 8 show the wind vectors given by the HWMmodel for both sites

at points in a grid that encompasses the range, altitude, and UT time of the eclipse. The left panel shows the

horizontal wind vectors (northward and eastward) as functions of range, and the right panel gives the same

horizontal wind vectors at each radar site as functions of time. In both panels eastward winds correspond

to vectors pointing to the right, and northward winds correspond to vectors pointing toward the top of the

page. The HWM wind speed is typically greater at CV than at FH, as shown in the right panel. At 18 UT

(left panel), the HWM wind speed along FHW Beam 19 and CVE Beam 0 are almost equal at long ranges.

Additionally, at F region altitudes the HWMwind direction at both sites is toward the northwest throughout

the entire time period of interest.
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Figure 8. HWM neutral wind vectors (north is positive y, and east is positive x) over altitude versus range along the
indicated beam (left plot) and altitude versus time (right plot) at Christmas Valley East (red) and Fort Hays West (blue).

In order to more easily compare the temporal evolution of the ray trace profiles, we present in Figure 9 a

custom line plot visualization scheme. For each simulated time the path lengths (or slant ranges) of all rays

that return to Earth within preset range bins are averaged together to obtain the mean path length of the

simulated ground scatter in that bin. These averages are then plotted as dots on a separate plot that shows

path length as a function of UT time for both the control day (green) and the eclipse day (red). Theminimum

and maximum path lengths that return to ground are plotted as vertical bars through these points. The

average path lengths are plotted over time with their spread in range indicated by the vertical bars through

each point and their extrema indicated by the short horizontal bars at each end. Creating such plots for

both eclipsed and uneclipsed days with the four different assumed wind fields allows useful comparisons to

be made.

The line plot format provides a convenient summary of both E layer and F layer propagation. The temporal

evolution of the upper and lower extrema gives an indication of the variation of F layer and E layer scatter,

respectively, over time. Additionally, at a given time, the relative value of the average path length as com-

pared to the minimum and maximum values indicates which layer favors propagation at that time. A point

with no vertical/horizontal bars, as is the case for the maximum eclipsed average path length in Figure 9,

indicates that either only one ray reaches the ground or all rays that reach the ground have nearly identical

path lengths. Similarly, one of the error bars could be partially or completely obscured by the average path

length dot if themajority of rays have path lengths close to one of the extrema. Both of these conditions indi-

cate that only one layer supports significant propagation at that time. The sensitivity of F layer propagation

to changes in the neutral winds is easily determined by comparing the evolution of the upper bars andmean

path points over time in the plots for different neutral winds.

In Figures 10–13 we present the simulated results for the four different wind cases tested, using the format

defined in Figure 10. The transmitter frequency in each plot is 10.534MHz. The line plots from ray traces

through the output of SAMI2 for each of the four neutral wind cases are shown for CV in Figure 10 and

for FH in Figure 11. At each site the control data vary only slightly between different wind cases, which

is reasonable because the ionosphere is quasi-laminar, so no large plasma gradients are produced by the

winds. During the eclipse, however, the data vary substantially with neutral wind and are also quite different

at the two radar sites. This is understandable because the eclipse produces plasma density gradients, and

horizontal winds acting on an ionosphere that has such gradients redistribute the plasma by moving it up

and down the flux tubes, either reinforcing or opposing the diffusion driven by the density gradients.

During the eclipse period at each site and in all wind cases, the path length of the rays increases while the

number of rays that return ground scatter decreases. This is indicated by the shorter vertical bars in the ray

trace profiles during the eclipse periods. In each wind case at CVE, except for “HWM,” there is a period

around eclipse maximum where no rays return to the ground. In contrast, for every wind case at FHW one

or more rays produce ground scatter at every modeled time, even during the peak of the eclipse. Another

difference between the two sites is that during eclipse onset the maximum path lengths at FHW, in most

wind cases, are greater than those of CVE during eclipse onset. In contrast, during the recovery phase and

posteclipse, the spread of path lengths are usually greater at CVE than at FHW.
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Figure 9. Process for converting eclipse case ray trace data from a profile visualization to a line plot visualization.
Green/red points and error bars show the mean path lengths and their variation for control/eclipse simulations.

When comparing the eclipse plots of different wind cases, a feature of note is that at each site the Only

HWMEast/West Wind plot is almost identical to the NoWind plot at both sites. In contrast, the Only HWM

North/South Wind plot at each site differs significantly from the No Wind plot. This suggests that the east-

ward wind does not have as much impact on the plasma densities as the northward wind and is consistent

with the simple idea that winds having larger components in the same direction as the north-southmagnetic

field are able to redistribute plasma more effectively. However, the east-west wind does have some effect

on the ionospheric eclipse response at CVE, because the Only HWM North/South Wind plot differs signif-

icantly from the HWM plot. FH simulations do not show a similar effect. In the former case at CVE there

is a short interval in which all the rays escape near the maximum of the eclipse, whereas in the HWM plot

there is always at least one ray that produces a ground scatter return. There is almost no difference between

FHW'sHWMandOnlyHWMEast/WestWind eclipse plots, suggesting that the east-west wind plays almost

no role in the ionospheric eclipse response at FHW.

3.5. Comparison of Modeled Data toMeasured Data

A comparison between the ray trace outputs from the model wind study and the measured SuperDARN

data is presented in Figures 12 and 13. The green dots and vertical lines show the SuperDARN data and

are the same for all four plots at each site. The red dots and vertical lines show the simulated eclipse data.

Significantly, the measured data from CV (green) show a loss of signal around the time of totality, as do

the model results (red) for all but the HWM wind case. Neither the measured nor the simulated data at

FH experience a total signal loss around totality. Additionally, none of these FHW simulated data appear to

follow the same trends as the measured data at eclipse onset.

Although some of these SAMI2models show features that resemble characteristics of the radar observations

in time, all of the SAMI2model results consistently overestimate the observed SuperDARNpropagation path
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Figure 10. Line plots from ray traces through the output of SAMI2 models initialized with four different wind models
at Christmas Valley. The time at which the eclipse center is closest to the radar is indicated by the vertical dashed line
in each plot.

lengths. This indicates that one or more aspects of the ionospheric response during the eclipse are not cor-

rectly accounted for in the SAMI2model. For example, eclipse-induced changes in the electron temperature

(Rishbeth, 1969) and plasma diffusion are both collision-related effects, and collision frequencies of vari-

ous species may be overestimated or underestimated in the eclipse model. Further modeling work will be

necessary to better understand the discrepancies in the modeled propagation path lengths. However, these

comparisons provide further support to our conclusion that variations in the neutral winds have a strik-

ing impact on SAMI's results and that the default HWM wind may be not sufficient for a SAMI3 eclipsed

ionosphere model.

4. Discussion

4.1. HF Radar PropagationModeling Results

The dominant effects of the 2017 eclipse on SuperDARNHF coherent scatter radar data at Christmas Valley,

Oregon, and Fort Hays, Kansas, were an increase in slant range and a simultaneous decrease in the number

of rays returned to the receivers, relative to preeclipse observations. The latter statement implies that the total

amount of transmitted radar power escaping into space increases when the rays travel through the eclipsed

ionosphere. The low velocities and small spectral widths of the SuperDARNdata obtained during the eclipse

indicate that the radar returns are due to ground scatter, not to irregularities produced during the eclipse.

The ray trace model simulates SuperDARN ground scatter, and the dominance of ground scatter in these

SuperDARNmeasurements strengthens the comparisons between these data and our models. Additionally,

the existence of elevation angle data at the Christmas Valley radar allows for additional validation of the

performance of themodels. Our ray trace profiles (Figure 6) through eclipsed and uneclipsed SAMI3models

of the ionosphere indicate that rays were ducted over long horizontal paths through the depleted plasma in

the eclipsed region. Thus, the observed increase in slant range in the SuperDARN observations is likely due

to ducting of rays through the eclipsed region instead of a change in layer altitude. Additionally, the model

results agree with three additional radar observations: (1) The unperturbed ionosphere refracts more rays

back toward the Earth than does the eclipsed ionosphere; (2) both E and F region modes support longer ray

paths during eclipsed conditions; and (3) the returned radar signals have smaller elevation angles (angles

of arrival at the receiver) during the eclipse. This result is also consistent with amateur radio propagation
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Figure 11. Line plots from ray traces through the output of SAMI2 models initialized with four different wind
models at Fort Hays. The time at which the eclipse center is closest to the radar is indicated by the vertical dashed line
in each plot.

studies carried out during the eclipse, in which long-distance communication links at low HF frequencies

increased for propagation paths through the eclipsed regions (Frissell et al., 2018).

These effects are related to the lower plasma frequencies during the eclipse, which reduces the refractive

angles by Snell's law:

n0 sin �0 = n1 sin �1 (1)

where n0 and n1 are the refractive indices of two adjacent media and �0 and �1 are the incidence angles of

the raymeasured relative to the normal of the interface between n0 and n1. Since the neutral atmosphere has

an index of refraction of unity that does not vary during the eclipse, we can apply Equation 1 to the eclipsed

and uneclipsed cases at this interface and obtain

nu sin �u = ne sin �e (2)

where subscripts u and e denote the value of the given variable under uneclipsed and eclipsed conditions,

respectively. To first order the index of refraction is related to the plasma frequency of the ionosphere (�p)

and the frequency of the ray (�) by

n =
√
1 − (�p∕�)

2 (3)

(Hargreaves, 1992). Since we know that the eclipsed ionospheric plasma frequency is less than the

uneclipsed ionospheric plasma frequency, the index of refraction will be greater during the eclipse than

under normal conditions for the same radio frequency. Hence, the angle of refraction during the eclipse will

decrease relative to normal conditions. A larger number of rays at a given frequency will therefore escape

the eclipsed ionosphere than would escape under normal conditions because the maximum take-off angle

a ray can have in order to be refracted back to the ground decreases.

Comparison of simulated propagation data with measured SuperDARN data indicate that our one-hop

assumption is reasonable, because the simulated one-hop path lengths are comparable to themeasured slant

ranges for all eclipse masks we have tested. The eclipse mask used in the simulations shown herein is a

high-resolution model of the obscuration as a function of latitude, longitude, altitude, and time. In general
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Figure 12. Line plots comparing wind study eclipse simulations to measured CVE slant range data (past Range
Gate 10) with the time at which the eclipse center is closest to the radar indicated by the vertical dashed line.

it agrees well with the radar measurements during the onset phase of the eclipse, but the modeled recovery

time in the period after themaximumeclipse time is longer than the time observed by the radar systems. This

indicates that further improvements to the SAMImodel are necessary to correctlymodel eclipse dynamics as

the ionospheric density builds up in the recovery phase. Themost obvious parameter thatmay be incorrectly

modeled is the neutral winds, particularly any short-lived neutral wind perturbations induced by pressure

Figure 13. Line plots comparing wind study eclipse simulations to measured FHW slant range data (past Range
Gate 10) with the time at which the eclipse center is closest to the radar indicated by the vertical dashed line.
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gradients caused by the eclipse. We study the importance of this effect by using the SAMI2 model and the

ray-tracing code to investigate the impact of horizontal neutral winds on propagation conditions during

the eclipse.

4.2. Effects of Neutral Winds

At both radar sites the hypothetical modeled variations in the meridional neutral wind velocity produce

larger eclipse propagation changes than do cases with zero net wind or cases with variations in only the

zonal neutral wind. The meridional winds are therefore expected to have a greater impact on the eclipsed

ionosphere than zonal winds. North-south winds also move plasma vertically along the flux tubes, and

depending on the wind direction this will either increase or offset the ambipolar diffusion of plasma from

uneclipsed regions of the flux tube into regions affected by the eclipse.

In order to more fully explain these phenomena, the neutral wind-induced plasma drift equations must be

examined. The steady-state drift velocity (V) of some plasma species j due to a neutral wind with velocity

U can be determined by solving the steady-state equation of motion given in Rishbeth and Garriott (1969).

The resulting expression is

V⃗� =
1

�2
�
+ �2

�

(
�2
�
U⃗ + �2

�

(U⃗•B⃗)B⃗

|B⃗|2
+ ����

U⃗ × B⃗

|B⃗|

)
(4)

where �j is the particle-neutral collision frequency of species j, �j is the gyrofrequency of species j, and B⃗

is the local magnetic field. The three separate terms in this equation may be called the direct, parallel, and

perpendicular components, respectively. At F region altitudes the perpendicular and direct components are

negligible compared to the parallel term, due to the relative magnitudes of the collision frequency and the

gyrofrequency for both electrons and ions. Therefore, the component of thewind that ismost closely aligned

to the magnetic field will have the greatest impact on the wind-induced drift velocity at high altitudes.

Since the geomagnetic field generally has its largest component in the north-south-zenith-nadir plane, one

would expect the east-west (zonal) component of the wind to have less effect on plasma motions than the

north-south (meridional) component. Note that vertically directed winds would also be very important, but

it is well known that the horizontal components of the thermospheric wind are generally much larger than

the vertical winds, so this component can generally be neglected.

The declination angle of the horizontal magnetic field at both sites (given in Table 1) is very small, so a

meridional wind ismuch better alignedwith themagnetic field at both sites than a zonal wind. The direction

of the horizontal component of the magnetic fields at the two SuperDARN sites differ from one another

by about 10◦, while the dip angles of the field at the two sites are quite similar. Thus, the ionosphere will

respond differently at each site in response to the same neutral wind. Since the horizontal magnetic field is

more northward directed at Fort Hays, the plasma drift velocity there will not change quite as much as that

at Christmas Valley for the same change in wind magnitude. This explains why the simulated cases having

only north-south winds agree better with the simulated HWMcases for Fort Hays than for Christmas Valley.

The studies shown here demonstrate that the combination of SAMI modeling and ray tracing may be a use-

ful approach for examining the wealth of factors that affect the ionospheric plasma during eclipses. Our

simulatedwind study confirms that as themagnetic declination angle decreases, changes in the north-south

wind at F region altitudes should have a more significant impact on the wind-induced drift velocity than

changes in the east-west wind. Furthermore, the coupling of SAMI model outputs with the ray-tracing

algorithm allows us to confirm the ducting of HF radiation over long distances through the eclipsed iono-

sphere as confirmed by direct comparison against SuperDARN HF radar observations at two different

geographical sites.

5. Summary and Conclusions

During the 2017 eclipse the SuperDARN radars at Christmas Valley (CV) and Fort Hays (FH) observed an

increase in slant range and a decrease in the number of rays that were refracted back toward the Earth

relative to preeclipse observations. The low velocities and small spectral widths of these SuperDARN data

confirm that the majority of observed scatter before, during, and after the eclipse was ground scatter. Addi-

tionally, the CV radars observed decreases in angles of arrival (elevation angles) of returned scatter during

the eclipse, which is generally consistent with longer propagation paths through the ionospheric F region.

However, the signatures of eclipse-induced ionospheric perturbations in the data from the FH andCV radars
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(i.e., slant range increase, decrease in the amount of returned scatter, and decrease in elevation angles of

returned scatter) become less pronounced or vanish entirely as a given radar looks away from the west and

toward the east. The westward looking CV eclipse data are symmetric in time about the maximum of the

eclipse at the site, but thewestward looking FH eclipse data are asymmetric in time, with the recovery period

lasting much longer than the onset period.

The details of the nature of this phenomenon will be the subject of future investigations; however, we

hypothesize that this difference between the eclipse responses observed at CV and FHmay stem from their

somewhat different declinations and/or from the fact that the eclipse occurred in the early morning at CV

and near local noon at FH. Both of these factors affect how much plasma is available within a flux tube to

replenish the plasma depleted by the eclipse. Because the magnetic field at CV is more east-west directed

than at FH, the flux tube at CV is less aligned with the line of sight to the Sun in the morning than is the FH

flux tube at local noon. Furthermore, the F region plasma density at high altitudes in the flux tube passing

over CV would be relatively low when the eclipse occurred, while it would have been much higher at noon,

especially on a flux tube that was fully illuminated some distance above and southward of the eclipse zone.

In other words, not all of the plasma along the flux tube passing through F region altitudes at CVwould have

been depleted by the eclipse because the Sun would not have been well aligned with the flux tube. Thus,

plasma from higher altitudes could have diffused more rapidly along the flux tube at CV in response to the

plasma density gradient created by the eclipse. In contrast, since the eclipse occurred at noon at FH, the

overall plasma density within the flux tube would have been higher, and the flux tube would have been rea-

sonably well aligned with the Sun. Field-aligned diffusion, cross-field diffusion, chemical production and

loss, and even convection from electric field perturbations associated with the eclipse must be considered to

fully understand the ionospheric response to the eclipse. Based on the studies shown herein, we suggest that

the SAMI model is an appropriate tool for this task, and coupling it with a ray-tracing model is an excellent

way to make comparisons to the SuperDARN radar data.

Our analysis involves comparing simulated radar data with measured radar data from two midlatitude

SuperDARN sites. The model ionospheric density profiles are generated by imposing an eclipse masking

function on the EUV input to the SAMI numerical model. A ray trace simulation of SuperDARN is then run

using these modeled ionospheric profiles to generate simulated SuperDARN ground scatter data. Compar-

isons betweenmeasured and simulated time scales and elevations at CV allows us to test the accuracy of the

SAMI models and the EUV mask. Our work demonstrates that this is a useful technique for studying how

various forcing terms can affect the HF propagation during eclipses.

Using these methods we show results from several initial studies: (1) an investigation of the nature of the

increase in slant range during the eclipse, (2) a validation of the SAMI model during eclipse conditions,

and (3) a model-based study of the impact of neutral wind direction on eclipse dynamics. Ray trace pro-

files through the eclipsed SAMI3 output indicate that rays were ducted through the depleted plasma in the

eclipsed region, and the agreement between the theoretical model results and the SuperDARN data is gen-

erally good, especially as related to the onset and recovery at the Christmas Valley site. However, the eclipse

mask imposed in SAMI3 produces simulated data in which the ionospheric recovery times are somewhat

longer and the elevation angles slightly higher than that observed by SuperDARN during the actual eclipse.

This indicates that further improvements to the simulation approach or better knowledge of neutral wind

fields during the eclipse is necessary to correctly model eclipse dynamics.

We use the SAMI model and the PHaRLAP ray-tracing code together to more deeply investigate the impact

of variously directed neutral winds on HF propagation during the eclipse. One result of this study is that the

meridional neutral winds are expected to have a greater impact on the ionospheric eclipse response than

the zonal neutral winds especially at FH. As the dominant neutral wind-induced plasma drift at F region

altitudes is parallel to the magnetic field, we believe that the sensitivity of the ionospheric eclipse response

to changes in the meridional wind stems from the primarily northward geomagnetic field orientation at

both CV and FH. Since neutral winds are very difficult to measure, the models of their behavior are not as

mature as the IRI and MSIS models, especially during unusual phenomena like eclipses. Thus, our study

highlights an additional imperative for improving thermospheric wind models and measurements.

This study has demonstrated the utility of using ray trace tools with the SAMI2 and SAMI3models to gener-

ate comparative data for interpreting HF radar data during eclipses. Using these tools, we have shown that

the increased slant range observed by the SuperDARN radars during the eclipse is likely due to ducting of
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radio waves through the depleted plasma of the eclipsed region. The four-dimensional accurate scaling of

the EUV flux in SAMI3 produced by the Drob mask produces output ray trace data that agree well with the

observed data regarding elevation and onset time dependencies of eclipse-induced ionospheric effects. The

demonstrated importance of wind direction to understanding the ionospheric eclipse response should be

considered carefully in designing future experiments to study eclipse effects on the ionosphere. This is par-

ticularly relevant to the 2024 eclipse that will pass near the Millstone Hill observatory, where field-aligned

plasma drifts may be measurable throughout the eclipse in addition to plasma density and temperature

changes. Such measurements may provide the additional constraints needed to improve the agreement

between the SAMI model outputs and direct empirical observations.

Data Availability Statement

TheHFpropagation toolbox, PHaRLAP, is available by request from its author (Dr.Manuel Cervera, Defence

Science and Technology Organisation, Australia, manuel.cervera@dsto.defence.gov.au). The SuperDARN

data sets are available in the Virginia Tech website (at https://vt.superdarn.org). Eclipse path data are

available online (at https://xjubier.free.fr/en/site_pages/SolarEclipsesGoogleEarth.html).
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